
1.4 Word Sylla
ble PoS L2 Definition Collocation Word Family

561 chance O noun The possibility that something will happen a good chance; fifty-fifty chance; have a chance; by any chance chance (v)

562 accept oO verb to agree to receive or take something offered gladly accept; be happy to accept; I accepted the gift from SB acceptable (adj); acceptance 
(n)

563 society oOoo noun community of people living together contemporary society; free society; shape a society; high society social (adj); sociology (n); 
socially (adv)

564 technology oOoo noun use or knowledge of science in industry, engineering etc current technology; emerging technology; information technology technological (adj); 
technologically (adv)

565 mention Oo verb To refer to or talk or write about something as already mentioned; first mention; forgot to mention mention (n); unmentionable 
(adj)

566 choice O noun decision between two or more possibilities good choice; natural choice; have a choice; have no choice choiceness (n) choose (v) 
chosen (adj)

567 save O verb To rescue someone or something from a bad situation an excellent choice; try to save ST; She helped save my career. safety (n); savings (n); safe 
(adj)

568 common Oo adjective typical, normal; not unusual be common; extremely common; have ST in common; in common with … commonly (adv); commons 
(n); uncommon (adj)

569 culture Oo noun beliefs and customs of a particular group foreign culture; ancient culture; company culture; Eastern culture cultural (adj); culturalize (v)

570 total Oo noun whole number or amount of something grand total; monthly total; overall total; out of a total of 200 students … totally (adv); total (adj)

571 demand oO verb To strongly request someone to do something; insist realistic demand; key demand; make a demand; big demand demand (n); demanding (adj)

572 material oOoo noun substance from which a thing is made of raw material; building material; flammable material; writing material materialistic (adj)

573 limit Oo noun point beyond which it is not possible to go outer limit; strict limit; income limit; 3 kilometer limit limit (v); limitiation

574 listen Oo verb To use your ears to hear and understand things listen carefully; politely listen; be willing to listen; refuse to listen listener (n); listening (n)

575 due O adjective when something is required or expected a new version is due next month; It is due to the weather; He is due in court. due (n)

576 wrong O adjective Not right, incorrect; not true; bad be wrong; get ST wrong; prove SB wrong; it is all wrong; horribly wrong wrongly (adv)

577 foot O noun lowest part of the leg we use to stand on left foot; swollen foot; I've been on my feet all day. smelly feet foot (v); footing (n)

578 effort Oo noun amount of work used trying to do something make an effort; a team effort; physical effort; mental effort; effort went into effortful (adj); effortless (adj);

579 attention oOo noun focus of your thoughts on something full attention; pay attention; close attention; attention span attent (v) attentionally (adv)

580 upon oO prep More formal term for on we were put upon this earth to… / act upon; it depends upon


